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JULI0 BARBERIS

The Development of International
Law of Transboundary
Groundwater
ABSTRACT
Groundwaterrepresents a large percentage of fresh water in the
world. The importance of this resource is recognized and regimes
are being developed for the maintenance and protection of shared
aquifers. The generally accepted customary rules applicableto other
shared resources are being applied in this context as well. These
principlesinclude the obligationnot to cause appreciableharm, the
duty of equitable and reasonable use, the obligation of prior notification, and the duty to negotiate. There are multiple examples of
the successful applicationof these principles to sharedaquifers.
INTRODUCTION
Water is unevenly distributed in nature and appears in solid, liquid,
and gaseous states. Differing from some other natural resources which
may increase-like fish and forests--and from others which may decrease-like oil--the total volume of water in nature is fixed and invariable.
The total volume of water in nature is about 1.4 billion cubic kilometers.' About 97.3 percent of the water is ocean water (or salt water)
and only about 2.7 percent is fresh water. If the total amount of existing
fresh water is considered, the largest amount-about 77.2 percent-is
found in solid state in the polar caps and in glaciers. Water in liquid state
is mainly groundwater, representing 22.4 percent of fresh water. Surface
water found in lakes and rivers constitutes a small amount since it barely
surpasses 0.36 percent of the existing fresh water. Finally, water in gaseous state is found mainly in the atmosphere and represents 0.04 percent
of the total volume of fresh water.
The largest amount of groundwater is found in aquifers. Some of them
belong to only one State and are under its exclusive jurisdiction, so they
can be referred to as "State-owned aquifers." An aquifer belongs to a
certain State when the whole aquifer is found within the State's territory,
its recharge area is in the State, and it is not hydrologically linked with
1. Report of the United Nations Water Conference, Mar del Plata, March 14-25, 1977, U.N.

Doc. EIConf,70/CBP/! at 10 (1977) (hereinafter United Nations Water Conference).
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surface water or groundwater of a neighboring State. On the contrary, an
aquifer does not belong to a State if it forms part of an international
hydrologic system. There are four cases in which groundwater may be
part of a system shared between States.
i) A confined aquifer divided by an international boundary is the simplest case of shared groundwater. This aquifer is not linked hydrologically
with other groundwater or surface water, and consequently, only the
aquifer itself can be considered a shared natural resource.
ii) An aquifer found entirely in the territory of a State linked hydrologically with an international river is another type of shared groundwater.
Here a difference should be noted between an influent river and an effluent
river. In the case of an influent river, the aquifer is in a downstream State,
and the use of river water by an upstream State may affect the recharge
of the aquifer. In an effluent river, the excessive exploitation of the aquifer
that feeds the river may decrease the volume of the river. In these cases,
the aquifer located entirely in the territory of one State will form part of
an international hydrologic system only if its use affects the water in the
system.
iii) An aquifer located entirely in the territory of a State hydrologically
linked with another aquifer in a neighboring State is a more complex
type of shared groundwater. The connection may be established through
a semi-permeable layer such as clay slime. In these cases, groundwater
will percolate from one aquifer to the other as long as there is a difference
in their hydraulic level. However, the increase in the exploitation of one
of the aquifers may increase the difference of the hydraulic load between
them. This, in turn, will cause an increase in the seepage of groundwater
toward the intensively exploited aquifer and a decrease in the reserves
of the other one. On the contrary, if an aquifer naturally feeding another
aquifer is excessively exploited, there may be a descent in its piezometric
level and the direction of the seepage of groundwaters from one aquifer
to the other may be modified.
iv) Finally, it is necessary to consider the case of aquifers found entirely
in the territory of one State but whose area of recharge is in a foreign
State. These situations are the case in mountainous areas where the divortium aquarumof surface waters does not coincide with that of groundwaters. Modifications in the recharge area, such as impermeabilization,
may effect exploitation of the aquifer.
The rules applying to groundwater have evolved considerably thanks
to progress in hydrogeological research. In the early 1900s, jurists believed that underground water behaved like surface water. Thus, they
understood underground water to be similar to rivers, with bodies of
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water similar to lakes and marshes. 2 Science now believes that most
groundwater is found in porous aquifers and that only exceptionally, as
in certain limestone soil, do underground water courses similar to rivers
exist. Progress in scientific knowledge has exerted a certain influence on
law, and it is now generally accepted that international groundwater enters
the hydrologic cycle and constitutes shared resources. Because of this,
there are treaties and resolutions of international organizations that use
the same term or expression (for example, basin, water resources) to
comprise both surface and groundwater, and in other cases, reference is
similarly made to surface water and groundwater without actually applying a single terminology.'
In international law there are rules generally applicable to groundwater
shared between States, and such rules apply to all shared aquifers, except
where specific provisions are made for individual cases. The 1977 United
Nations Water Conference approved a recommendation which states: "In
the absence of bilateral or multilateral agreements, Member States continue to apply generally accepted principles of international law in the
use, development and management of shared water resources."'
GENERAL INTERNATIONAL LAW
Obligation Not to Cause Appreciable Harm
The harm that one State may cause another in connection with a given
aquifer could affect the quantity or quality of the water or its geological
structure. The quantity of water in an aquifer can be adversely affected
by exploitation in excess of its rate of recharge or by a modification of
its sources of supply. Supply modification may 6ccur, for example, if
any artificial alteration is made in the volume of flow of a river feeding
the aquifer or if any modification occurs in the terrain in the natural
recharge area. Such changes (such as an alteration in the course of the
river or the silting up of a lagoon) can lead to the exhaustion of the
aquifer.
Deterioration in water quality, or pollution of water, includes any impairment in composition or content due to human agents. The geological
structure of an aquifer can be impaired, for example, by underground
2. Cf. Pokela, Interstate Groundwater Rights: Protecting the Interests of the States, 20 S.D.L.
Rev. 643 (1975). Among authors of an earlier period, consult Neumeyer, Ein Beitrag Zum Inter.
nationalen Wasserrecht, Festschrift fur Georg Cohn zu Seinem Siebenzigsten Geburtstage, 157-158
(Zurich, 1915).
3. See, eg., Hayton, The Law of International Groundwater Resources, in International Law
Association Report of the Sixty Second Conference, Seoul. 1986, at 21 and 231-285.
4. Recommendation of the United Nations Water Conference, supra note 1.
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nuclear testing carried out in a neighboring country. Again, excessive
exploitation in certain deep-lying aquifers may lead to subsidence. Deleterious results of this kind may occur if mining activities in a neighboring
State include controlled subsidence methods.
International law obligates each State not to cause harm to another.'
This obligation includes direct State action within its own territory and
each State's duty to insure that its territory is not used in a manner injurious
to other countries. 6 This rule is reaffirmed in principle 21 of the Stockholm
Declaration, which reads:
States have, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations
and the principles of international law, the sovereign right to exploit
their own resources pursuant to their own environmental policies,
and the responsibility to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction
or control do not cause damage to the environment of other States
or of areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction."
Recommendation 90 of the U.N. Water Conference stresses the need
to apply this principle to shared water resources." With particular reference
to groundwater, this same principle is stated in article 3 of the agreement
of February 27, 1974, between Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic." It is clear that the damage should be of certain magnitude
and not a mere inconvenience. This rule has developed through general
and constant practice, and is accordingly recognized as a customary rule.
Doctrine also shares this view.10
Resolution 2995 (XXVII) of the United Nations General Assembly also
acknowledges this principle and states:
5. Island of Palmas Case (U. S. v. Neth.), 2 R. Int'l Arb. Awards 829, 839 (1928); Trail Smelter
Case (U. S. v. Can.), 3 R. Int'l Arb. Awards 1905, 1965 (1938 and 1941).
6. Corfu Channel Case (Gov't of the U. K. and N. Ire. v. Albania), 1949 I.C.J. 2, 22.
7. Principle 21 of the Stockholm Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human
Environment, Report of the U.N. Conference on the Human Environment, held at Stockholm, June
5-16, 1972, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.48/14/Rev.1 (1972). reprinted in II I.L.M. 1416 (hereinafter
Stockholm Declaration). On this principle see Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), *'Le Devoir et laResponsabilite des Etats en Matiere de Pollution Transfrontiere"
(Reports prepared by the Environment Committee), Doc. No. 24306, at 4-5 (1984). Principle 21 is
also invoked by the OECD in Recommendation C(74)24, of September 14, 1974, and in Recommendation of the Council on Water Management Policies and Instruments, April 5, 1978, Paris,
reprinted in OECD, Paris Doc. C(78)4 Final.
8. United Nations Water Conference, supra note I, at 53.
9. Article 3 of the Agreement of February 27, 1974 between Czechoslovakia and the German
Democratic Republic, text in Sozialistiche Landeskultur-Umweltschutz (1978) (Herausgegeben von
der Akademie fur Staats--und Rechtswissenschaft, Berlin).
10. Cf. practice and doctrine in J.Barberis, Los Recursos Naturales Compartidos entre Estados
y el Derecho Internacional 28, 66, 103, 121, and 150 (1979) (Madrid). As regards international
rivers, see also, Third Reporton the Law ofthe Non-NavigationalUses of internationalWatercourses,
Thirty-Fourth Session, Int'l L. Comm'n, U.N. Doc. A/CN.41348/1982. Lammers, Pollution of
International Watercourses, at 384 (1984) (Boston). For an example of more recent practice, see
The Award of the Rotterdam Court of December 16, 1983, Neth. Y.B. Int'l L. 480 and 481 (1984).
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The General Assembly ... emphasizes that, in the exploration,
exploitation and development of their natural resources, States must
not cause significant harmful effects in zones situated outside their
national jurisdiction."
Where groundwater is concerned, a number of treaties make express
reference to the rule which requires that no appreciable harm should be
caused. 2
The question has sometimes been raised whether a State is obliged to
carry out certain acts to modify a natural state of affairs which causes
appreciable harm to a neighboring country. In other words, does international law only prohibit specific acts which may aggrieve a neighbor
or does it also require an affirmative duty to perform certain acts.
The matter was raised in the dispute over the infiltration of the Danube
waters. When that river enters the Jura region, a substantial amount of
water infiltrates, favored by the limestone in the soil, and some of it later
surfaces, to empty into the Aach, a minor tributary of the Rhine. This
infiltration occurred in Baden. Wurttemberg, a downstream region, claimed
that Baden had an obligation to take the necessary measures to prevent
this natural seepage, which was causing serious harm by reducing the
volume of the Danube's flow. Baden countered that international law did
not oblige a State to alter a natural situation within its borders.'
The matter was decided by the Reich State Tribunal, June 17-18, 1927,
utilizing international law. The disputants in the case were the Lander in
Wurttemberg and Prussia on the one hand, and the Land in Baden on the
other. The award states that international law forbids only the causing of
appreciable damage to another State, that is, it prohibits harm brought
about through human agency. 4 A State, however, is not obliged to modify
natural conditions of its soil for the benefit of another State. On these
grounds the state tribunal ruled that Baden was not obliged to prevent
the Danube seepage as long as it was due to natural causes."
Hence international law prohibits States from causing appreciable damage to other States. Current doctrine extends this prohibition by including
not only cases of actual appreciable harm but also those involving serious
risk, for example, the siting of a nuclear power station close to inter11. G. A. Res. 2995 (XXVII). See also articles 5 and 11 of the Nordic Environment Protection
Convention, Feb. 19, 1974, Denmark, Finland, Norway, Sweden, 13 .L.M. 591; and article 5 (a)
of the annex recommendation C(74)224 of the OECD, of Nov. 14, 1974.
12. See, (Hayton in Schwebel's 3d Report)
13. Reich State Tribunal Award (Wurttemberg and Prussia v. Land in Baden) Entscheidungen des
Reichsgerichts, in Zivilsachen (1927). See also Ledefle, Die Donauversinkung,Annalen des Deutschen
Reichs 693 (1917).
14. Reich State Tribunal Award, supra note 13.
15. Id., vol. 116, at 32 (Annex).
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national boundaries which endangers boundary aquifers with radioactive
pollution.6
GROUNDWATER POLLUTION
According to article IX of the Helsinki Rules, water pollution is defined
as any detrimental change in the water's natural composition, content,
or quality, resulting from human conduct.' 7 This definition appears to
require that pollution must be due to human agency. For example, an
aquifer fed from a river that naturally washes down in its course a certain
amount of boron salts, rendering groundwater unfit for irrigation purposes,
is not an example of "pollution." Similarly, when groundwater undergoes
a major increase in salinity due to the evaporation occurring in some arid
countries, such as the Tafilat Valley in southern Morocco, it is not pollution.
Groundwater pollution can have several causes, one of which is the
introduction of chemicals or microorganisms into the aquifers. Human
activities having such consequences are varied, including farming, industry, mining, and urban sewage and drainage services.
Industrial activities are another major source of pollution of groundwater. Here the predominant factor is waste-wastewater, solid waste,
smoke, and gases. They contain innumerable pollutants such as metals,
acids, phenols, cyanides, grease, organic residues, oils, and petroleum.
Urban drainage encompasses evacuation of wastewater and sewage in
cities and towns. This waste is produced by domestic activities such as
washing and sanitary drainage, public services such as street cleaning
and drainage, and by shops and industries.
A further cause of groundwater pollution can be due to the excessive
exploitation of an aquifer. In coastal water-bearing layers which connect
hydrologically with the sea, and in layers linking up with semi-permeable
formations containing saline water, overdrawing the freshwater aquifer
may lead to saline intrusion, rendering the aquifer unusable.
International law has recently begun to show concern for the important
question of protecting the quality of groundwater.' Before, the main
object was to protect the water in rivers and lakes, even at the expense
16. Cf. Handl, An International Legal Perspective on the Conduct of Abnormally Dangerous
Activities in Frontier Areas: The Case of NuclearPower Plant Siting, 7 Ecology L.Q. 41 (197879).
17. International Law Association, Report of the Fifty-Second Conference, Helsinki 1966 (1966),
article IX of the Helsinki Rules on the Uses of the Waters of International Rivers. See also the
definition of pollution in article 4(2) of the Agreement Concerning the Use of Water Resources in
Frontier Waters, July 17, 1964, USSR-Poland, 552 U.N.T.S. 179-80 and in article 41 of the Rio
de la Plata Treaty of November 19, 1973.
18. On this point see Teclaff and Teclaff, Transboundary Ground Water Pollution: Survey and
Trends in Treaty Law, 19 Nat. Res. J. 629 (1979).
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of groundwater. Article 6 of the treaty between France and Switzerland
of March 9, 1904, which regulates fishing in Lake Geneva, is an example
of this. It states:
11 est interdit aux fabriques, usines ou etablissements quelconques
places dans le voisinage du lac d'abandonner aux eaux les residus
ou matieres nuisibles au poisson. Ces etablissements sont tenus d'organiser, a leurs frais, l'ecoulement de ces matieres dans le sol.) 9
The convention on the protection of the Rhine against pollution by
chlorides, of December 3, 1976, also adopts the solution of injecting
salts into the subsoil in order to prevent a deterioration in the river water.2"
Under its terms, France, the country where the bulk of the pollution
originates due to the activity of the Mines Domaniales de Potasse d'Alsace, agreed to drive injection wells in the vicinity of Mulhouse to eliminate these salts.2" However, the convention introduced a restrictive clause
in article 4, to the effect that the French government, on its own initiative
or at the request of a signatory party, may interrupt the injection process
if there is evidence of serious harm to the environment in general and to
the water table in particular.'
Groundwater pollution is not regulated by any general agreement. There
are, however, private agreements between bordering States which provide
regulation for transboundary pollution. Examples of this are the agreement
between the USSR and Poland, of July 17, 1964, article 3, clause 7,'
and the agreement between the German Democratic Republic and Poland,
of March 13, 1965, articles I and 8.24
Treaties may appoint commissions in charge of protecting groundwater
against pollution. Sometimes the task is assigned to a joint commission
or transboundary waters commission competent to contend with all water-

related matters.' In other cases, treaties set up special commissions to
protect water from pollution, their competence extending to groundwater.
However, these commissions concern themselves with groundwater only
to the extent necessary to preserve the quality of surface waters.26
19. 195 Parry's T.S. 110.

20. Convention on the Protection of the Rhine against Pollution by Chlorides, December 3, 1976,
16 I.L.M. 265.
21. Id.
22. 4 I.U.W.R. 976:90112.
23. USSR-Poland, supra note 17.
24. 1 Gesetzblatt der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik No. 11, 94 and 96 (1967).
25. See article 4 and the Statute of the Commission (U.N. Doc. STiLEG/SER.B/12 at 832 and
834); article 4 and annex I to the Agreement (U.N. Doc. STILEG/SER.B/12 at 443 and 445); article
4 and the Statute of the Commission (367 U.N.T.S. 109 and 115); chapter 2 and annex 4 to the
Agreement (825 U.N.T.S. 277 and 331); article 13 of the Agreement of February 27, 1974 between
Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic, supra note 8, at 378.
26. Journal officiel de la Republique Francaise, November 22, 1963, p. 10405.; Hayton, supra
note 3; article 7 (2) of the Convention on the Protection of the Rhine against Chemical Pollution,
December 3. 1976, 16 I.L.M. 253.
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International cooperation to combat pollution is most highly developed
in Europe. The European Water Charter approved by the Council of
Europe in 1967 lays down the general rule that "surface water and groundwater must be preserved from pollution." 2 The European Economic
Community Council has also issued several directives designed to protect
the quality of groundwater. Among the more important ones are: the
directive on waste mineral and synthetic oils disposal,' of June 16, 1975;
the directive on the titanium dioxide residue disposal industry,30 of February 25, 1978: and the directive of December 17, 1979 on the Protection
of Groundwater against Pollution caused by Certain Dangerous Substances.' In 1980, the Economic Commission for Europe approved a
declaration of principles on the preservation of water from pollution.32
Principle 13, in particular, deals with the pollution of shared water resources. Yet the most complete document on the subject was prepared
by an EEC committee in 1985.33 This project covers all principal aspects
of aquifer pollution: seawater invasion of coastal aquifers (principle 4),
artificial recharge (principle 5), heat storage in water tables (principle 6),
disposal of wastewater (principle 7), pollution due to farming and mining
activities (principles 8 and 9), and radioactive pollution (principle 12).
In the context of the Americas there is only one recommendation with
respect to groundwater to be found: that of the Specialized Conference
on Renewable Natural Resources (Mar del Plata, October 1965),' directed to Member States of the Organization of American States, to take
measures to prevent the pollution of drinking water supplies. The OECD
has also dealt with water polluion, mainly in a recommendation on
November 14, 1974 and studies on transboundary pollution. 5
The U.N. Environment Conference passed a declaration and numerous
27. European Water Charter (1967), reprinted in Caponera, The Law of International Water
Resources, 23 FAO Legislative Study (1980).
28. See Scheur, Akluelle Probleme der Durchfuhrung de EG-Gewasserschutzrichtlinienin den
Mitgliedstaaten der Gemeinschaft, Zeitschrift fur Umweltpolitik 65 (1982).
29. Council of European Communities Directive on Disposal of Waste Oils, (June 16, 1975) 18
O.J. Eur. Comm. (No. L 194) 23 (1975).
30. Council of European Communities Directive on Titanium Dioxide Industry Waste, (Feb. 20,
1978) 18 OJ.Eur. Comm. (No. L 54) 19 (1978).
31. European Economic Community, Council Directive on the Protection of Groundwater Against
Pollution Caused by Dangerous Substances, 23 OJ.Eur. Comm. (No. L 20) 43 (1980).
32. ECE Declaration of Policy on the Prevention and Control of Water Pollution, including
Transboundary Pollution, Doc. E/ECE/1084-ECE/WATER/38, at 17.
33. Doc. WATER/GE. I/R.66, Annex.
34. Inter-American Specialized Conference on Problems relating to the Conservation of Renewable Natural Resources in the Continent, Mar del Plata, October 18-22, 1965. Final Report Doc.
OAS/Ser. C. VI-9-2 (Spanish) 23.
35. Recommendation on Principles Concerning Transfrontier Pollution, OECD Doc. C(74)224
of Nov. 21, 1974, reprinted in 14 I.L.M. 242. See OECD, Aspects Juridiques de la Pollution

Transfrontiere (1977)(Paris).
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recommendations on the subject of groundwater pollution. Principle 6 of
the Declaration on the Environment states:
The discharge of toxic substances or of other substances and the
release of heat, in such quantities or concentrations as to exceed the
capacity of the environment to render them harmless, must be halted
in order to ensure that serious or irreversible damage is not inflicted
upon ecosystems. The just struggle of the peoples of all countries
against pollution should be supported.'
Recommendation 51 indicates that States should consider "that the basic
objective of all the activities for the development and use of water resources from the environmental point of view, is to ensure the best use
of water and to avoid its pollution in each country"' 37 The Conference
also adopted 16 recommendations which dealt with pollution.3" The World
Water Conference of 1977 reminded States and international organizations
of their need to comply with Stockholm recommendation 51,39 and also
adopted several recommendations on water pollution, some of them referring expressly to groundwater.'
As mentioned earlier, there is no general international instrument that
lays down explicit rules on groundwater pollution, nor are there any
specific customary rules in international law. International law contains
no specific rules on the pollution of international groundwaters. The legal
rules as to the obligation not to cause appreciable harm applies equally
in the case of pollution, which is precisely one way of causing such harm.
EQUITABLE AND REASONABLE USE
A State may, within its own territory, make use of groundwater as long
as it causes no appreciable harm to another State. This customary rule
applies to the conduct of the State that exploits a resource in neighboring
territories. The other basic rule governing the use of shared natural resources is that such use must be equitable and reasonable. This idea is
commonly expressed in terms of "equitable utilization" or "equitable
apportionment." The rule enjoys wide acceptance today and is part of
general international law.4

1.

36.
37.
38.
39.

Principle 6 of the Declaration on the Environment (UN Environment Conference).
Recommendation 51 of Stockholm Declaration, supra note 7.
Recommendations 70 to 85 of the Stockholm Declaration, supra note 7.
See Recommendations 36(a) and 37(iii) of the United Nations Water Conference, supra note

40. See, e.g., Recommendations 39(a) and 39(o) of the United Nations Water Conference, supra
note 1.
41. For information about the practice and doctrine of this rule in the use of different shared
natural resources, see J.Barberis, supra note 10, at 35, 68, 104, 131, and 154. On international
rivers, see Schweble, supra note 9, at 91.
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The concept of equitable/reasonable use for international aquifers should
be considered from two standpoints: from the use itself and from the way
in which the derived benefits are to be apportioned between States. In
other words, the use made of groundwater must be reasonable and equitable, and so must the apportioning of the benefits.
In recent decades, the increasing demand of groundwater, and the
adverse effects of excessive withdrawals in certain aquifers, have made
States aware of the need to manage and regulate their use according to
predetermined needs. In this sense, reasonable use of an aquifer means
to preserve the resource by adapting withdrawals to the recharge regime.
Likewise, reasonableness is linked to a certain order in the exploitation
according to differing requirements. For example, it would be unreasonable to use an aquifer mainly to supply ornamental fountains or boating
ponds to the detriment of people who need drinking water.
The general rule of reasonable use can be found in principle 2 of the
Stockholm Declaration:
The natural resources of the earth including air, water, land, flora
and fauna and especially representative samples of natural ecosystems
must be safeguarded for the benefit of present and future generations
through careful planning or management, as appropriate.42
Recommendation 51, c, v of the4 3same Conference also refers to the
"rational use of water resources."
The African Convention on the Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources, which includes groundwater, establishes "rational utilization"
as one of its objectives." Among the bilateral agreements dealing with
groundwater, the one between the German Democratic Republic and
Czechoslovakia (1974) prescribes, in article 5, specific measures tending
to secure reasonable use (rationelle Nutzung) of transboundary waters. 4
However, the most complete document on the subject of present study
is unquestionably the "Declaration of Principles on the Rational Use of
Water" adopted by the Economic Commission for Europe in 1984 in
decision, C (XXXIX).'
Reasonable use of a natural resource also implies securing the maximum possible yield. This is referred to as "optimization." Article 3 of
the Charter of Economic Rights and Duties of States makes express
42. Principle 2 of the Stockholm Declaration, supra note 7.
43. Recommendation 51(c)(v) of the Stockholm Declaration, supra note 7.
44. 3 Intemationales Umweltrecht - Multilaterale Vetrage 968:68/28.
45. Article 5 of the Agreement of February 27, 1974 between Czechoslovakia and the German
Democratic Republic, supra note 9, at 376.
46. UN Doc. E/ECE/1084-ECE/WATER/38, at 22 (Principle 3(e), expressly mentions groundwater).
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reference to it. ' 7 The bilateral agreement on groundwater between the
German Democratic Republic and Poland ' also requires that the users
secure maximum yield through optimization.
The apportionment of the benefits between countries sharing an aquifer
must also be equitable and reasonable. The distribution must be carried
out so that each country obtains the maximum satisfaction for its needs
with non-existent or mimimnum harmful effects. This does not require a
mathematically equal distribution of benefits amorng the sharing countries,
but instead requires distribution according to the needs of each State.
When the equitable utilization rule is applied, the respective States'
total benefits and inconveniences caused by groundwater withdrawals
must be considered. Thus, an application of the rule may result in an
aquifer use that will yield noticeable benefits for several States in terms
of water supply for people and livestock, yet will result in appreciable
disadvantages to irrigation in a given area of one of those States. Benefits
and disadvantages are not assessed separately for the respective uses of
water, but rather are done jointly. In this case, allowances must be made
not only for economic but also for social and cultural factors as well,
such as education, customs, lifestyle of the population, and their own
scale of values.
The Stockholm Conference on the Environment refers to the equitable
utilization rule, in its recommendation 51(b)(iii), which states that: "the
net benefits of hydrologic regions common to more than one national
jurisdiction are to be shared equitably among the nations affected. "" In
turn, the World Water Conference confirmed this rule in recommendation
No. 91:
In relation to the use, management and development of shared water
resources, national policies should take into consideration the right
of each State sharing the resources, to equitably utilize such resources
as a means to promote bonds of solidarity and cooperation.'
For the equitable apportionment of shared aquifers, it is necessary to
consider the volume of the aquifer in the territory of each State. Where
two States share an aquifer, an equitable solution would be that the volume
that each may withdraw should be proportionate to the segment of the
47. "In the exploitation of natural resources shared by two or more countries, each State must
cooperate. .. in order to achieve optimum use of such resources ...."Article 3 of the Charter of
Economic Rights and Duties of States, Adopted by the U.N. General Assembly, Dec. 12. 1974,
G.A. Res. 3281, 29 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 31) at 50, U.N. Doc. A/9631 (1975), reprinted in
14 I.L.M. 251.
48. Bilateral Agreement on groundwater between German Democratic Republic and Poland. See
article 3(2) (Gesetzblatt der Deutschen Demokratischen Republik, 1967, 1. No. 11, 95).
49. Recommendation 51(b)(iii) of the Stockholm Declaration, supra note 7.
50. United Nations Water Conference, supra note I, at 53.
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aquifer lying within its territory. This rule is usually applied in the exploitation of shared mineral resources, such as gas or oil deposits, extending on either side of an international boundary.5 '
Among the specific instruments dealing with groundwater and applying
the equitable/reasonable rule is the Treaty of June 9, 1978, between the
Canton of Geneva and the Department of Haute-Savoie on the Genevois
water table."2 This treaty appoints a Commission which proposes a yearly
program for the use of the underground aquifer specifically geared to the
needs of the various users. Likewise, article 10 provides that in order to
secure une exploitation rationnelle, each user or group of users shall
notify the Commission at the beginning of each year of the volume of
water that each proposes to withdraw.
PRIOR NOTICE OBLIGATION AND THE DUTY TO NEGOTIATE
As already pointed out, the applicable rules for international groundwater use are that no appreciable harm shall ensue, and that such use
shall be equitable and reasonable. Therefore, if a State is to ascertain
whether the project of a neighboring country will cause appreciable harm
to groundwater resources or whether the use will be equitable and reasonble, it will need to know about the project. For this purpose, States
may establish a procedure whereby each will communicate the plan and
the necessary data to the other for determination of the likely effects of
the project on the groundwater.
The notification procedure consists primarily of the mandatory communicating of intended groundwater withdrawals. This procedure must
be the responsibility of an organ of government, even where the actual
exploitation of the resource is to be in private hands. The notification
must give all technical details necessary for the other States to assess the
effects likely to occur within their territories. Notice must be given with
enough time for the countries concerned to assess the effects of the
exploitation before operations begin, and communicate their conclusion
to the notifying State. The notification must be addressed to foreign State
authorities and not to private persons, even where the latter are those
supposedly concerned.
Secondly, States concerned may make known to the notifying State
51. See, e.g., article 5 (1) of the Agreement between Austria and Czechoslovakia, of January
23, 1960, on the use of Vysoka- Zwemdorf aquifer, 495 U.N.T.S. 125; article 2 (2) of the Agreement
between Germany and Denmark on the Continental Shelf, of January 23, 1971; articles 43 and 71
of the Treaty on the Rio de la Plata, of November 19, 1973; and Agreement concerning the Statute
of the Uruaguay River, February 26, 1975, Argentina-Uruguay, Comisi6n Mixta de Salto Grande,
Documentos y Antecedentes (April 1981) (Article 32).
52. Treaty of June 9, 1978, between the Canton of Geneva and the Department of Haute-Savoie
on the Genevois water table. Lejeune, Recueil des accords internationaux conclus par les Cantons
suisses, Berne / Frankfurt/M 200(1982).
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any objections they may have, together with scientific and technical considerations showing that the intended use will cause them appreciable

harm or does not constitute a reasonable use of the resource. As the
working of the resource proceeds, the notified States may verify the
procedures in the territory of the notifying State to ascertain whether they
correspond to the plan originally notified. The procedure described is
intended to give prior notice to other countries of a proposed project, but

not to require their consent.53

The communication of exploitation projects is generally put into practice by States sharing a natural resource,'"and is considered a customary
rule 5 or, "as a principle generally recognized in international environmental law." 56 The prior notice rule was recognized by the Stockholm

Conference on the Human Environment (1972) in recommendation 51(b)(i),
which provides: "when major water resource activities are contemplated
that may have a significant environmental effect on another country, the
other country should be notified well in advance of the activity envisaged. 57
In that same year, the issue of notice was also considered by the U.N.
General Assembly in its Resolutions 2995 (XXVII) and 2996 (XXVII)58 .
Prior notice was again discussed at the Fourth Summit Conference of
Non-Aligned Countries in Algiers in 1973, and was included in paragraph
XII of the Economic Declaration of the conference.59
The U.N. General Assembly returned to the subject in 1973 and 1974,
when it approved recommendations .3129 (XXVIII) and 3281 (XXIX) ° .
The latter constitutes the so-called Charter of Economic Rights and Duties
of States. Article 3 provides:
In the exploitation of natural resources shared by two or more coun53. Cf. Utton, InternationalEnvironmentalLaw and ConsuhationMechanisms, 12 Colum. J. of
Transnat'l L. 57 (1973).
54. Regarding international practice see J. Barberis, supranote 10, at 45,72, 108, 136, and 156.
55. Cf. Management of International Water Resources: Institutional and Legal Aspects, 1975, at
50, 51, UN Doc. ST/ESA/5; Jimenez de Arechaga, InternationalLaw in the Past Thirdof a Century.
I Recucil des Cours de l'Academie de Droit International 198 (1978). Kirgis, Prior Consultation in
International Law 86, 128 (1983).
56. Lammers, The PresentState of Research CarriedOut by the English-Speaking Section of the
Centrefor Studies and Research, in Academic de Droit International de La Haye-Centre d'etude
et de recherche de droit international et de relations internationales, La pollution transfrontiere et le
droit international 110 (1985). On page 109, the author gives many examples of international practice.
57. Recommendation 51(b)(i) of the Stockholm Declaration, supra note 7.
58. G. A. Res. 2995 (XXVII) and G. A. Res. 2996 (XXVII).
59. Economic Declaration of the Fourth Summit Conference of Non-Aligned Countries in Algiers,
September 5-9, 1973 (Paragraph 12), reprinted in The Third World Without Superpowers: The
Collected Documents of the Non-Aligned Countries 225.
60. Cooperation in the Field of the Environment Concerning Natural Resources Shared by Two
or More States, Dec. 13, 1973, U.N. Doc. A/RES/3129 (XXVIII)(1974), reprinted in 13 I.L.M.
232 (G. A. Res. 3129 (XXVIII)) and G. A. Res. 3281 (XXIX), supra note 47.
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tries, each State must co-operate on the basis of a system of information and prior consultations in order to achieve optimum use of
such resources
without causing damage to the legitimate interests of
6
others. '

Resolutions 2995 (XXVII), 2996 (XXVII), 3129 (XXVIII), and 3281
(XXIX) represent a major contribution by the General Assembly toward
consolidating the prior notice and consultation principles. These resolutions state in progressively clearer and more precise language the need
for such 62prior notice and consultation among States sharing a natural
resource.

Simultaneously with the United Nations, the shared resources prior
notice and consultation requirement was examined by the OECD. Thus,
on November 14, 1974, the Council of the OECD adopted recommendation C(74)224, Title E of the Annex dealing with this subject. The
Council subsequently extended these terms by means of recommendations
C(77)28(Final) of May 17, 1977, and C(78)77(Final) of September 21,
1978.
The World Water Conference approved a prior information recommendation, recommendation 86(g), which states:
In the absence of agreement on the manner in which shared water
resources should be utilized, countries which share these resources
should exchange relevant information on which their future man-

agement can be based in order to avoid foreseeable damage."
Some bilateral groundwater agreements contain precise notice requirements so that users may be alerted to resource uses likely to cause appreciable harm. For example, Clause 6 of minute no. 242 of the International
Boundary and Waters Commission approved by the United States and
Mexico on August 30, 1973 states:
With the objective of avoiding future problems, the United States
and Mexico shall consult with each other prior to undertaking any
new development of either the surface or the groundwater resources,
or undertaking substantial modification of present developments, in
its own territory in the border area that might adversely affect the
other country.'
61. Article 3 of G. A. Res. 3281 (XXIX), supra note 47.

62. G. A. Res. 2995 (XXVII), supra note 58; G. A. Res. 2996 (XXVII). supra note 58; G. A.
Res. 3129 (XXVIII). supra note 60; and G. A. Res. 3281 (XXIX), supra note 47.
63. November 14, 1974, recommendation C(74)224 of the Council of the OECD (Title E of the
Annex). For an analysis of this recommendation see Seidl-Hohenveldem, La pollution transfrontiere
et la Recommendation C(74)224 de l'OCDE 273 (1973-74).
64. Recommendation 86(g) of the United Nations Water Conference, supra note 1.
65. Clause 6 of Minute No. 242, Permanent and Definitive Solution to the InternationalProblem
of the Salinityof the Colorado River, Aug. 30, 1973, United States-Mexico, 24 U.S.T. 1971, T.I.A.S.
No. 7708 [hereinafter Minute 242). OAS, Rios y Lagos internacionales (Utilizacion para fines
agrcolas e industriales) (Doc. OAS/Ser.LVI-C1/75 rev. 2, Suppl. 1), p. 39.
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Another interesting agreement is that between Austria and Czechoslovakia
of November 18, 1982 concerning nuclear installations.s This treaty
establishes a system of information exchange and prior consultation regarding the installation and operation of nuclear plants near the borders.'
Part of the system provides that information shall be exchanged on radioactivity measurements of specified substances including air, surface
water, the fruits of the earth, and drinking water. Groundwater sources
are included in the prior notice and consultation reciprocal program because drinking water is often obtained from them.
Where, following such exchange of information or consultation, a
dispute arises between the State proposing to use a'shared aquifer and
the State presumably affected, both States should try to come to an
agreement by diplomatic negotiation. In the Lake Lanoux case, the Arbitral Tribunal held the existence of a customary rule establishing the
obligation of the States to negotiate."t The obligation does not mean that
agreement must be reached but only that the parties must negotiate.'
This obligation to negotiate has been considered by the International Court
of Justice as a fundamental principle at the basis of all international
relations.'
In the specific case we are dealing with, the obligation to negotiate
implies engaging in true negotiation and conducting it in good faith. The
parties concerned should engage in real negotiation and not a mere exchange of written communications or talks designed to superficially comply with the requirement. The negotiation is not subject to formal conditions;
it may consist of meetings between technical officials of the respective
governments, or of an exchange of successive drafts between the diplomatic representatives, and so on. States must conduct themselves so
that the negotiation is meaningful, which is not the case when one party
limits itself to reiterating its position without considering the possibility
of a modification. 7 Negotiations, moreover, must always be conducted
66. For the text see 34 Oesterreichische Zeitschrift fur offentliches Recht und Volkerrecht 424
(1983-84).

67. Article l(c) of the agreement defines "a nuclear installation near the common border" as one
which, due to an unforeseen event, may cause harm to the population of the other contracting party.
Id.
68. 12 R. Int'l Arb. Awards 308. Cf also Bourne, Procedure in the Development of InternationalDrainage Basins. The Duty to Consult and to Negotiate, Annuaire Canadien de Droit International
219 (1972).

69. "L]'engagement de negocier n'implique pas celui de s'entendre" (P.C. 1.J.116 (Series A/B)
No. 42). This precedent is invoked in 1982 I.CJ. 144 (Gros, dissenting).
70. Cf. North Sea Continental Shelf Cases (Federal Republic of Germany v. Denmark and Federal
Republic of Germany v. Netherlands), 1969 l.C.J. 2, 47 (1969). See also Fisheries Jurisdiction Case
(Gov't of U. K. and N. Ire. v. Ice.) 1973 I.C.J. 2, 46 (1973) (dissenting opinion of Padilla Nervo):
"The obligation to negotiate is a principle of general international law."
71. Cf. North Sea Continental Shelf Cases, supra note 70; Case Concerning Claims Arising Out
of Decisions of the Mixed Graeco-German Arbitral Tribunal set up under Article 304 in Part X of
the Treaty of Versailles (Between Greece and the Federal Republic of Germany), 19 R. Int'l Arb.
Awards 27, 55 (1972). Cf also Hahn, Das Pactum de Negotiando als Volkerrechtliche Entschei-

dungsnorm, Ausserwirtschaftsdienst des Betriebs-Berates 489 (1972).
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in good faith72 which also is expressly manifested in the Lake Lanoux
case.7 3 This arbitral decision also indicates that the obligation to negotiate
in good faith is not met when one party breaks off the conversations
without justification, or imposes abnormal time limits, or fails to adhere
to the agreed procedure, or systematically refuses to consider the proposals or the interests of the other party.74 The negotiated agreement that
the affected parties reach may either refer to the heart of the matter or
merely to the choice of a method or procedure to finally solve the dispute.'
PARTICULAR CASES IN INTERNATIONAL LAW
There are certain cases where shared aquifers are subjected to conventional juridical regimes by the States in whose territory they are found.
Some treaties provide for a joint-use regime, others for a special regime.
AQUIFERS UNDER JOINT USE
In international law it is necessary to distinguish between cases in
which two Statei exercise joint sovereignty over a given territory and
where two States exercise jointly only its use or its exploitation. The
former situation is generally referred to as a "condominium," the second
as an international "joint use.'76
In boundary treaties subscribed since the 18th century, one may find
provisions dealing with groundwater situated along the boundary lines.
To facilitate the use of such water by neighboring populations, it is usual
to agree that the boundary line should pass through a spring or a fountain
and that the two bordering States may use the water in common. One
example of this is the boundary treaty between France and Spain, of
August 27, 1785, which determined the dividing line between Val Carlos
and Quinto Real. It states:
mais comme cette ligne de demarcation suit en plusieurs endroits le
72. Cf. Bourne, supra note 68, at 224-25; Marion, La Notion de 'Pactunde Contrahendo' Dans
la Jurisprudence Internationale, R.G.D.I.P. 385 (1974).
73. Affaire du Lac Lanoux, 12 R. Int'l Arb. Awards 281, 315 (1957).
74. Id. at 307. The Tribunal invokes as precedent the opinion in the Railway Traffic Between
Lithuania and Poland (Railway Sector Landwarow-Kaisiadorys) Advisory Opinion of the Permanent
Court of International Justice, Series A./B. 106/2 (October 15, 1931).

75. See Chauhan, Settlement of International Water Law Disputes inInternational Drainage Basins
321 (1981) (Berlin).
76. Regarding this distinction, see Verdross, Staasgebiet, Staarengemeinschaftsgebie: und Staa-

tengebiet, 37 Niemeyers Zeitschrift fur Internationales Recht 301 (1927); Verdross-Simma, Universelles Volkerrecht 661 (3rd ed., 1984). Bardonnet analyzes a similar case which does not concern
groundwater and also distinguishes between territorial condorninum and condominum for the exploitation of an aquifer (Lesfrontiers terrestres et la relarivite de leur trace, Recueil des Cours de
I'Academie de Droit International 74, 75 and 143 (1976-V)). See also the opinion of the Swibs
Federal Political Department, April 30, 1952, (Schweizerisches Jahrbuch fur Internationales Recht,
1953, at 245).
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cours des eaux et la direction des chemins, et qu'elle traverse quelques fontaines, ainsi qu'il constera par les verbaux de l'apposition
des bomes, ila ete convenu que toutes les eaux et les fontaines qui
sont sur la ligne, seront communes entre les frontaliers des deux
nations, soit pour leur propre usage, soit pour celui des leurs troupeaux...."
A similar example may be seen in the 1861 treaty between Italy and
Switzerland, which determined the boundary between Lombardy and the
Canton Ticino."" In the Val Rovina zone, the boundary line passes through
the Trevigno fountain and an adjacent hut. In this respect the treaty
establishes: "Si e stabilito che la fontana di Trevigno sia di uso comune
ai pastori dei due Stati, e libero in ogni circostanza iltransito dall'Alpe
di questo none alla fontana ed all'annesso casello." '79
Likewise, article 2 of the boundary treaty of 1864 between Spain and
Portugal provides:
En atencion a que la linea intemacional sigue en varias partes el
curso de las aguas y la direccion de los caminos toca en algunas
fuentes, se conviene en que las aguas, caminos y fuentes que se
hallen en aquel caso sean de uso comun para los pueblos de ambos
Reinos. .

..'

Another example is the February 1888 agreement between France and
Great Britain on the boundary in Somaliland, which establishes:
Les Protectorats exerces ou a exercer par la France et la Grande
Bretagne seront separes par une ligne droite partant d'un point de la
cote situe en face des puits d'Hadou et dirigee sur Abassouen en
passant a travers les dits puits.... Ilest expressement convenu que
l'usage des puits d'Hadou sera commun aux deux parties....'"

The Franco-British protocol of 1924 establishing the limits between French
Equatorial Africa and the Ango-Egyptian Sudan provides for the boundary
line to pass through several wells. These wells are declared to be of
common use by the riparian tribes inhabiting either side of that line. 2
In 1953, Albania and Yugoslavia signed a protocol regulating the use
of the waters at their common frontier.8 3 Article l(a) refers to a spring
situated exactly on the dividing line and provides that its water may be
77. 49 C.T.S. 320.
78. 1861 Treaty between Italy and Switzerland on the Boundary between Lombardy and the
Canton Ticino.
79. 124 C.T.S. 371.
80. 129 C.T.S. 439.
81. 83 British and Foreign State Papers 672, 673 (February 2-9, 1889).
82. The protocol declares the wells of Bouessa, Diabelouit, Tire and Bahai to be common. 28
L.N.T.S. 474-75, 476, 477.
83. See text in Medunarodni Ugoyori Federativne Narodne Republike Jugoslavije, 1955, No. 28.
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used both by the inhabitants of Gorozup (Yugoslavia) and by those of
Pogaj (Albania). Water may be drawn during daytime, but not continuously by either village. " The protocol also provides that when the inhabitants of one village are using the water, the frontier guard of the other
country must prevent other people from approaching the fountain.
In each example, the international boundary, therefore, is a clearly
determined line, yet there is also a natural resource that is under joint
use. This does not require bringing the territory under a condominium,
for the community refers only to the use and development of groundwater,
but each State continues to exercise jurisdiction within its borders for all
other purposes. In the hypothesis of the aquifer drying up, the joint use
would cease, and the frontier line alone would continue to be enforceable.
LEGAL REGIMES STIPULATED BY CONVENTION
Within regimes governing specific aquifers, the best known are those
applying to the groundwater between Mexico and the United States, and
to the Genevois water table between France and Switzerland. The question
of groundwater between Mexico and the United States has been the subject
of many technical and juridical studies."' Certain juridical rules were
proposed in this connection in minute no. 242 of the International Boundary and Water Commission on August 30, 1973, and were approved by
agreement through an exchange of letters between these two countries

on the same date.86

84. Id., Article l(a) of the 1953 Protocol between Albania and Yugoslavia.
85. See among others Burman and Cornish, Needed: A GroundwaterTreaty between the United
States and Mexico, 15 Nat. Res. J. 385 (1975); Day, Urban Water Management of an International
River: The Case of El Paso-Juarez, 15 Nat. Res. J. 453 (1975); Clark, InstitutionalAlternativesfor
Managing Groundwater Resources: Notes for a Proposal, 18 Nat. Res. J. 153 (1978); Day, InternationalAquifer Management: The Hueco Bolson on the Rio Grande River, 18 Nat. Res. J. 163
(1978); Hayton, InstitutionalAlternativesfor Mexico-U.S. GroundwaterManagement, 18 Nat. Res.
J. 201 (1978); Utton, InternationalGroundwater Management: The Case of the U.S.-Mexican
Frontier,57 Neb. L. Rev. 633 (1978); Mumme, The U.S.-Mexican Conflict Over Transboundary
Groundwaters:Some Institutional and PoliticalConsiderations, 12 Case W. Res. 505 (1980); Charbeneau, Groundwater Resources of the Texas Rio Grande Basin, 22 Nat. Res. J. 957 (1982);
Eibenschutz, Recursos Geotermicosen la FronteraNoroccidental, 22 Nat. Res. J. 991 (1982); Henry
and Morton, TransboundaryGeothermalResourcesof Texas andMexico, 22 Nat. Res. J. 973 (1982);
Rincon Valdes, Aguas Subterraneasen la Region de Ciudad Juarez-ElPaso, 22 Nat. Res. J. 939
(1982); Sepulveda, Los Recursos Hidraulicosen la Zona FronterizaMexico-Estados Unidos: Perspectiva de ia Problematica Hacia el Ano 2000 .Algunas Recomendaciones, 22 Nat. Res. J. 1081
(1982); Utton, Assessment of the Management of U.S.-Mexican Water Resources:Anticipating the
Year 2000, 22 Nat. Res. J. 1093 (1982); Victoria Mascorro, Experiencia en el Manejo de Recursos
de Aguas Compartidosentre Mexico y Estados Unidos: Problemas, Oportunidadesy Recomenda.
ciones Para el Futuro, 22 Nat. Res. J. 1119 (1982); Utton, La administracion inernacionalde
aguas subterraneas:el caso de la regionfronteriza Mexico-Estados Unidos, 12 Boletin Mexicano
de Derecho Comparado 545 (May-August 1983).
86. For texts see Doc. OAS/Ser.IVI/CJI 75 rev. 2, Suppl. 1, p. 35.
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Minute no. 242 contains only provisional juridical rules. Point 5 states
that the conclusion of a definitive agreement is still pending regarding
the frontier groundwater between the two countries.87 The minute provides
that at the Arizona-Sonora frontier, in the vicinity of San Luis, and over
a strip eight kilometers wide in the territory of each State, groundwater
withdrawal shall be limited to 197,358,000 m3. It also introduces, prior
consultation arrangements in connection with proposed new developments
or any substantial modification of existing ones that might engender harmful effects in the territory of the neighboring State.
The convention for the protection, use and recharge of the Genevois
water table was signed on June 9, 1978, between the Canton of Geneva
and the Prefecture of Haute-Savoie, and was confirmed by exchange of
notes between France and Switzerland on July 19, 1978 and August 11,
1978." The treaty creates a commission to supervise groundwater use.
It is composed of six members, three appointed by either side, two of
whom must be technicians specializing in water matters. The commission
fulfills different functions, the main one being drafting a proposal of an
annual plan for the use of the aquifer. The commission also proposes
measures designed to protect groundwater against pollution, and gives
its technical approval for new withdrawal equipment and for any change
that is already installed. It is also responsible for verifying building and
operating costs for the pumping station that ensures the artificial recharge
of the aquifer.
The commission keeps a complete inventory of public and private
pumping installations in the two countries. Each installation has a metering device indicating the volume of water taken by each user. The
artificial recharge station for the water table is provided by, and is the
property of, the Canton of Geneva. France's contribution to defraying
the recharge costs is assessed by reference to the amount of water taken
by French users together with the contribution to the natural recharge of
the aquifer made by French territory. The convention also provides for

quality analysis of the water withdrawn and of the water injected in the
recharge process.
The commission has at its disposal a system of control which allows

it to know with certainty the intensity of use of the aquifer and thus plan
withdrawals rationally with the needs of users in mind."9
87.
88.
89.
(1979)

Minute No. 242, supra note 65, at Point 5.
See the texts of these instruments in Lejeune, supra note 52, at 200.
For a commentary on this convention see Witmer, Grenznachbarliche Zusammenarbeit 134
(Zurich).
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CONCLUSION

The protection of groundwater is a relatively recent development in
international law, but it is following the same general rules applicable to
other shared resources. The relevant applicable principles include the
obligation not to cause appreciable harm, the duty of equitable and reasonable use, the obligation to provide prior notice, and the duty to negotiate. All these principles are generally accepted customary rules which
are now being applied in the context of shared aquifers to ensure their
maintenance and protection.

